BREIZ'ELEC, INC.

Authorized distributor of
Circon microTools

ebreiz@comcast.net
Houston, TX 77005

5555 Morningside Drive, Suite 205

Téléphone: 001.713.623.8440

Fax: 001.713.623.8483

Briez'Elec now offers precision miniature hand tools produced by Scope Tools (successor company to Circon Corp. aka Circon-ACMI and GyrusACMI). Made by skilled
USA craftsmen with quality USA materials these tools are used for many industrial and educational/research lab applications where magnification is required (some are
noted below). For solutions to microscopy applications in your organization consider these precise and realistically proportioned miniature tools.

Diamond scribe shown approx. actual size
Anodized aluminum handle, featherweight 0.21 ounces (6 g), .24" (6.1 mm) diameter, 4.8” (12.2 cm) long, blackMT-2
Tool lengths vary from 1.60"-1.85" (4-4.7 cm)
MT-275 Anodized aluminum handle for confined work areas, 0.18 ounces (5 g), .24" (6.1 mm) diameter, 2.75” (7 cm) long, black

Standard configurations are straight, 30Ê & 90Ê
Straight

Image of
Tool Tip

Tool Description

Nominal
Diameter

30˚ bend

Part
Number

90˚ bend

General Tool Uses

Sharp Tungsten Needle/Probe - tungsten alloy with long straight taper and 0.0005” radius tip
Straight shaft

.028" .7mm

MTC-100

30Ê Bent shaft

.028" .7mm

MTJ-100

90Ê Bent shaft

.028" .7mm

MTF-100

Specialized probe often used to place micron sized wire
Into connectors and harnesses and/or for component or
Particle manipulation.. Tends to bend rather than break

Sharp Stainless Steel Needle/Probe - strong parabolic/convex taper point
Straight shaft

.028" .7mm

MTC-110

30Ê Bent shaft

.028" .7mm

MTJ-110

90Ê Bent shaft

.028" .7mm

MTF-110

All purpose sharp probe for numerous uses

Blunt Stainless Steel Needle/Probe - Useful in tandem with sharp probes to hold micron size wires prior to insertion
Straight shaft

.028" .7mm

MTC-111

30Ê Bent shaft

.028" .7mm

MTJ-111

90Ê Bent shaft

.028" .7mm

MTF-111

All purpose blunt probe. The 30Ê bent version is the most
popular companion to the sharp probes to insert wires into
connectors or harnesses

Sharp Stainless Steel Needle/Probe Hook - Very tight radius hooks for working in confined spaces
90Ê Hook on straight shaft

.025" .64mm

MTC-115

Multi-use probe for hard to reach locations

180Ê Hook on straight shaft

.025" .64mm

MTC-120

Often used to grab & pull wires in congested areas

Ultra-Sharp Hardened Stainless Steel Microscopic Chisel – hand honed cutting edge on the from finest cutlery stainless steel
Straight shaft, 0.030" cutting edge

.032" .8mm

30Ê Bent shaft, 0.030" cutting edge

.032" .8mm

MTJ-200

Straight shaft, 0.050" cutting edge

.050" 1.3mm

MTC-205

Straight shaft, 0.100" cutting edge

.100" 2.5mm

MTC-210

MTC-200
Multi-use tool for breaking & cleaning hardened epoxy &
solder, scraping, and cutting

Ultra-Sharp Hardened Stainless Steel Microscopic Knife, – hand honed cutting edge on the from finest cutlery stainless steel
Straight shaft, 0.040" cutting edge

.032" .8mm

MTC-185

Straight shaft, 0.100" cutting edge

.050" 1.3mm

MTC-186

Same as the chisel but with an emphasis on cutting

Tungsten Carbide Scribe - hardest tungsten alloy, tip ground to 20 deg included angle, 0.0005” radius tip
Straight shaft only

.028" .7mm

MTC-440

Use in deep recesses where diamonds cannot reach

Diamond Scribes - quality natural diamond sharpened to 60º or 75º included angle cone point
Straight shaft, 60Ê included angle

.020" .5mm

MTC-451

30Ê Bent shaft, 60Ê included angle

.020" .5mm

MTJ-451

90Ê Bent shaft, 60Ê included angle

.020" .5mm

MTF-451

Straight shaft, 75Ê included angle

.020" .5mm

MTC-451-75

30Ê Bent shaft, 75Ê included angle

.020" .5mm

MTJ-451-75

90Ê Bent shaft, 75Ê included angle

.020" .5mm

MTF-451-75

Straight shaft, 60Ê included angle

.010" .25mm

MTC-451-10

30Ê Bent shaft, 60Ê included angle .010" .25mm

MTJ-451-10

90Ê Bent shaft, 60Ê included angle .010" .25mm
Straight shaft, 60Ê included angle

.028" .7mm

MTF-451-10
MTC-451-28

Industry standard 60Ê included angle point for all purpose
microscopic scribing including cleaning & cleaving.
Mounted on a stiff shaft for more control & reduced tip
deflection
75Ê included angle point for longer wear and/or more
aggressive scribing although with slightly less visibility of
the working area. Mounted on a stiff shaft
Smallest available hand held diamond scribe for removing
Tiny amounts of material and for locations unreachable by
Other diamond scribes
Slightly larger diamond mounted onto a long flexible shaft

